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Bergman
Island

a film by mia Hansen-lØve

CG CINEMA PRESENTS “Bergman Island” WITH Greta Gerwig, John Turturro AND Mia Wasikowska
IN CO-PRODUCTION WITH Plattform Produktion DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY Denis Lenoir

COPRODUCER Erik Hemmendorff PRODUCED BY CHARLES GILLIBERTWRITTEN and DIRECTED BY Mia Hansen-Løve
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About
Bergman Island

cast & crew

logline bergman island
tony and chris, an american couple, both artists and filmmakers, are 
visiting the Island of Farö in order to participate to the “The Bergman 
Week” and to write their new films. during the entire summer, they 
will face some problems in their work, and their relationship, while the 
frontier separating their life to fiction will start to blur.  

DIrecTor
mia Hansen-lØve

ProDucer
cHarles gillibert 

coProDucer
erik Hemmendorff

casTIng
greta gerwig, joHn turturro, mia wasikowska

ProDucTIon comPanIes
cg cinéma, Plattform Produktion

counTrIes
france, suède
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Synopsis

Fårö is a small swedisH island in tHe baltic sea. 

each year toward the end of june, the quiet routine of the island is 
interrupted by strange turbulence. Hundreds of film directors, actors 
or simple, curious tourists come from around the world to take part in 
The Bergman Week, a festival in homage to the great swedish film-
maker Ingmar Bergman, who lived and shot some of his films in Fårö. 

this year, the festival has invited a special guest: Tony sander, a famous  
director from new york, a young-looking 60 year-old with piercing 
eyes. tony is the auteur of fifteen dark, personal films, and a fervent 
fan of bergman’s. some would go so far as to call him his faithful  
successor. He has come to fårö with his partner chris, a young and 
promising director who is twenty-five years younger than he is.  
taking advantage of the invitation to the bergman week, the couple 
from new york has decided to pack their bags and spend the entire 
summer on the swedish island.  in fact, they each intend to write 
their next film there. living in ingmar bergman’s house, surrounded 
by otherworldly nature and haunted by their film memories, chris 
and tony are sure that they will find here inspiration for their new 
screenplays...
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but notHing goes as Planned. 

after the festive period of The Bergman Week, there are fewer and fewer  
diversions. the island falls back asleep, while Tony and chris find 
themselves alone in their studies, facing a blank page. for tony,  
writing on Fårö seems obvious. enraptured by the beauty of the site, 
and stimulated by its many mysteries, he happily loses himself in his 
writing, wrestling like the master with his demons.  

less experienced, and more fragile, chris has more difficulties in  
writing. she is inhibited by the strange atmosphere that pervades 
the island, and is overcome by the souvenirs of Ingmar Bergman 
that haunt the place. she falls prey to a kind of vertigo, an angst that  
paralyzes her. she would like to talk with tony about her fears, her  
hesitations, but she finds herself up against a brick wall: since they 
have been on the island, a malaise has gradually taken hold of the 
couple. chris and tony are no longer able to communicate. they are 
losing one another. 

to pass the time, chris explores the isle of fårö alone. she penetrates 
its wild landscapes, discovers its many secrets, meets islanders, and 
finally finds her inspiration. Her new screenplay takes shape: a story 
materializes, her characters emerge. engrossed in her writing, chris 
lets herself become caught up in her story and invites us into a world 
of mystery, where reality and fiction become confused, where cinema 
and real life blend in a vertiginous palimpsest. 
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Director’s 
note of intent

“the first idea came when i received the catalog of bergman’s auction 
after his death. as a lover of bergman’s work, i found the pictures of all 
the houses, objects, and of the island very inspiring.

later i started thinking of a film about a couple of filmmakers. 

then greta gerwig, whom i was about to work with on my film Eden, 
came back from the Bergman Week where she had been with the film-
maker noah Baumbach, and told me about it. we share a lot of feelings 
about what it is to live with a filmmaker, and yourself write, and we 
spoke about making a film together about that, in which she would act. 
the idea came across my mind: maybe this film about creation and 
relationships that i was thinking of could be set in Fårö? 

i then went to fårö in the summer of 2014 - with my producer who was 
as enthusiastic about the whole idea as i was. i loved the trip and the 
place. i was now sure i wanted to make this film. it felt like fårö, both 
spiritually and physically, was the perfect environment to set the film in.  

it felt as if tHe film was already tHere, and i just 
Had to write it down. ”

mia Hansen-lØve
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Producer’s note
“at tHe origin of tHe film BErgman Island, tHere was 
an island, Fårö,

a small piece of land located in the middle of the Baltic sea, a few  
kilometers off the swedish coast. overrun by untamed and unsettling 
nature, unspoiled by the modern world, fårö has become a part of history  
thanks to Ingmar Bergman, who lived and shot some of his master- 
pieces there.  invited to spend a few days on the island, director  
mia Hansen-Løve immediately fell under its mystical spell and found 
the inspiration for her new project, without doubt the most singular 
and audacious of her career. 

starting with the classic situation of a marital crisis, mia Hansen-løve 
has written a luxuriant scenario that daringly blurs time periods and 
levels of reality. as her characters proceed with their writing projects, 
the screenplays they are working on gradually impinge on their real 
lives, so much so that we can no longer differentiate fact from fiction. 
deftly playing on the motif of a “film in the film”, Bergman Island 
muddles our perceptions and carries us along on a grand fictional  
adventure open to multiple interpretations, over which hovers the  
shadow of ingmar bergman and his tragic couples. 

mia Hansen-løve’s writing here attains a rare fullness and maturity. 
with a singular narrative device that delicately entwines the layers of 
the story, she continues her intimist exploration of the couple and the 
family, begun in her very first film, all Is Forgiven. on the island of 
farö, at once peacefull and disquieting, conducive to all kinds of reverie, 
 the director captures that mysterious and imperceptible moment in 
which a couple begins to grow apart, in which the power of feelings 
fades under the effect of time and regret, in which nothing subsists 
other than memories and phantoms of the past.  
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but Bergman Island is also a sensitive reflection on the mechanics of 
creation. digging further into her territory of autofiction, from which 
her films draw their basic material, mia Hansen-løve starts with her own 
most personal experience to ponder questions about the practice of her 
art. How do a man and woman influence one another throughout their 
careers? what is the role of a woman in artist-couples? at what moment  
does fiction gain the upper hand over reality? those are questions  
that haunt this magnificent portrait of a female creator. 

to incarnate this beautiful project, her first to be shot in the english 
language, our director has united a cast of exceptional actors. first of 
all, her alter-ego greta gerwig, the muse of independent american 
cinema, with whom the director has already shot some scenes in her 
film-fresco Eden; then new yorker John Turturro, the loyal sidekick 
of nanni moretti and the coen brothers; and finally revelation  
mia Wasikowska, who made her mark in films by gus van sant and  
david cronenberg. they will embody the heroes of this superb odyssey  
of a couple, with which mia Hansen-løve’s cinema should reach a new 
breadth and work its magic far beyond the borders of france.”

cHarles gillibert 
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Cast & crew
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Mia Hansen-Løve
THe DIrecTor

born in Paris in 1981, mia Hansen-Løve attended the national academy  
of dramatic arts, and then worked as a film critic before moving on 
to her first passion: direction. after several short subjects, in 2007 she 
directed all Is Forgiven, for which she won the Prix louis-delluc for 
Best First Film and immediate critical recognition. she continued her 
intimist filmography with Father of my Children, and then goodbye 
First love, in official competition at the locarno festival, before going 
on to direct a gigantic, ambitious fresco about the french-touch years: 
Eden. in 2016, her film Things to Come won the silver bear for best 
director at the prestigious berlin international film festival. a blend 
of autofiction and pure fiction, personal narrative and a generational 
fresco, her fascinating oeuvre is unique in french cinema, acclaimed 
by audiences and international film critics alike. 

2007: all Is Forgiven 
nomination for the césar award for the best first feature film

2009 : Father of my Children
cannes film festival, un certain regard

2014: Eden 
toronto international film festival

2016: Things to Come 
silver bear for best director at the berlin international film festival 
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Greta Gerwig
acTress

nominated in 2014 for the golden globe award for best actress for her 
role in the cult film Frances Ha, greta gerwig has established herself as 
the new muse of the american indie film world. revealed as part of the 
“mumblecore” movement, the dance and musical theater enthusiast has 
deployed her talent for burlesque comedy and hybrid performance with 
some of the most appreciated american filmmakers: woody allen, whit 
stillman, joe swanberg, noah baumbach, etc. she is also a screenwriter  
and director, and directed a first feature film, lady Bird, that was  
selected by the toronto international film festival in 2017. 

2006: lOl
by joe swanberg

2011 : damsels in distress 
by whit stillman

2013: Frances Ha
by noah baumbach

2016: 20th Century Women
by mike mills
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John Turturro
acTor

winner of an emmy award for his role in the tv series monk, 
and a best actor award at the cannes film festival in 1991 for his  
performance in Barton Fink, John Turturro is one of the finest  
american actors of his generation. born in new york where he majored 
in theater arts, he began his career in the 1980s with martin scorsese 
and woody allen, before becoming spike lee and the coen brothers’ 
favorite actor. a director as well, he has directed seven feature films 
acclaimed by both audiences and critics, and won the caméra d’or 
award at the cannes film festival in 1992 for mac.

1986: Hannah and Her sisters
by woody allen

1991: Barton Fink 
by joel coen

2004: she Hate me
by spike lee

2015: mia madre
by nanni moretti
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Mia Wasikowska
acTress

born in 1989, mia Wasikowska began her artistic career as a ballet 
dancer, before making her debut in television in australian series. 
spotted by Hollywood, she joined the cast of the series In Treatment 
on Hbo and obtained her first major roles with some of the most  
iconic american filmmakers: tim burton, gus van sant, jim jarmusch 
and cary fukunaga. Her filmography, a mix of avant-garde art house 
cinema and big international projects (stoker by Park chan-wook), 
marked the beginnings of a fascinating career and has made her one 
of the most striking representatives of her generation…

2010: alice in Wonderland
by tim burton

2011: restless 
by gus van sant

2013: Only lovers left alive
by jim jarmusch

2014: maps to the stars
by david cronenberg
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Charles Gillibert
ProDucer

charles gillibert founded the production company cg cinéma in 
2013, and with it has produced films by olivier assayas (sils maria), 
mia Hansen-løve (Things to Come), abbas kiarostami (24 Frames), 
deniz gamze erguven (mustang), and others. after several years with 
the group mk2, to produce some of the most eminent international 
filmmakers (gus van sant, abdellatif kechiche, Xavier dolan), he de-
veloped cg cinéma as a mainstay of innovative french film produc-
tion. 

since its creation, cg cinéma has pursued a clear strategy: spotting and 
accompanying great directors, restoring auteur cinema to the center  
of the industry, and building bridges between countries and  
languages. acclaimed by audiences and critics alike, company films 
have also met with great success at all the important international 
festivals.  in 2016, the film mustang, the winner of four césar awards  
in france, was nominated at the oscars. that same year, Personal 
shopper won the best director award at the cannes film festival and 
Things to Come received the silver bear for best director at the berlin 
international film festival. 

in 2016, cg cinéma was ranked number four on the list of the most 
successful exporters of french films, with more than a million admis-
sions worldwide. 

2014: sils maria
by olivier assayas

2016 : 24 Frames
by abbas kiarostami

2015: mustang
by deniz gamze ergüven

2015: desierto
by jonas cuaron

2016: Things to Come
by mia Hansen-lØve

2016: Personal shopper
by olivier assayas
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Erik Hemmendorff
ProDucer

born in stockholm in 1973, producer, director and screenwriter  
erik Hemmendorff has in the last few years become one of the most 
eminent personalities in the swedish film industry. a graduate of the 
göteborg film school, he has directed several films, including the  
documentary looking for Tsai. in 2002 he founded Plattform Produktion 
with his loyal collaborator, director ruben Östlund, all of whose films he 
has produced. the two men worked together on the film Play in 2011, 
and then snow Therapy in 2014, (selected for the cannes film festival’s 
un certain regard section), and finally The square in 2017, which was 
awarded the Palme d’or by the jury at the 70th cannes film festival. 
since the start of his career, erik Hemmendorff has produced more than 
twenty films of every genre. 

2010: The Extraordinary Ordinary life of José gonzález
by mikel cee karlsson, fredrik egerstrand
selected by the toronto international film festival

2011 : Play 
by ruben Östlund
“coup de cœur” at the cannes film festival

2014: snow Therapy
by ruben Östlund
selected for the cannes film festival, un certain regard

2017: The square
by ruben Östlund
Palme d’or at the cannes film festival
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